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A couple notes about the
course….

• First assignment due next Monday
• Shouldn’t be too much work
• All the details at the course site: http://schasins.com/cs294-usableprogramming-2020/
• Second assignment due the following Monday (9/14)
• Will require setting up a Zoom call with someone outside the
course! (A target user.)
• Encourage you to schedule that for next Wednesday or Thursday
• …and thus encourage you to send the invite today!
• We’ll discuss this more in the last half hour of class

Plan for today
• Reading reflection
• 15 minutes
• Lecture
• 30 minutes
• Break
• 10 minutes
• Discuss Assignment 2
• 5 minutes
• Plan for Assignment 2, with partners
• 20 minutes

Reading Reflection
Discuss in groups
• The reading broke usability down into subgoals:
• effective to use (effectiveness)
• efficient to use (efficiency)
• safe to use (safety)
• having good utility (utility)
• easy to learn (learnability)
• easy to remember how to use (memorability)
• How many of these had you thought of before?
How many were new to you (as usability goals)?

•

•

For the ones that were new to
you, how would you define a
metric that measures the
subgoal for a PL task? Or a
programming tools task?
Brainstorm examples of “dark
patterns” in PL.

Zoom poll

Find the yes and no
buttons by clicking on the
Participants section.

Before this week’s readings, I thought
applying HCI to PL design meant doing user
studies to evaluate PLs after they’re done.

Most important slide today

Visual from McCurdie et al. 2012

A Survey of User-Centered Design Practice, Vredenburg et al.

Think-Pair-Share
Define user-centered design
Now define human-centered design

Human-Centered vs. User
Centered Take 1
General human characteristics vs.
characteristics of a particular audience of users

Human-Centered vs. User
Centered Take 2
“The paper reviews recent approaches to user-centered IS
design and concludes that these methods are targeted at
the closure of technology-centered problems, rather than
the investigation of suitable changes to a system of human
activity supported by technology.“
- HUMAN-CENTERED VS. USER-CENTERED APPROACHES TO INFORMATION SYSTEM DESIGN, Gasson

Human-Centered vs. User
Centered Take 2

“…questions the traditional
interpretation of human-centeredness
found in the HCI and IS literatures, as
the production of a usable system
design. The author critiques a number “The discourse of Interaction Design starts
of recent developments in humanwith a concept of "the computer" (or
“The paper
reviews
recent
approaches
user-centered
IS
centered
design
methods,
to examine to
computer-based technology) and only then
the
extent
to
which
their
focus
on
considers
the contextatof the human-computer
design and concludes that these methods
are targeted
stakeholders as simply users of
interaction. This has the effect of moving the
the closure
of
technology-centered
problems,
rather
than
technology limits the extent to which design model back to the historically unitary
the investigation
suitable
changeswork.”
to afocus
system
of
human
they canof
support
organizational
of HCI: a single technology user, moving

activity supported by technology.“
towards closure of a single, task-related

problem, in isolation from the social world of
workSYSTEM
that surrounds
them. Interaction is thus
- HUMAN-CENTERED VS. USER-CENTERED APPROACHES TO INFORMATION
DESIGN, Gasson
reduced to interface. ”

Serious ethics
considerations both in user
studies and in the broader
design process.

Belmont Report Principles

…

Respect for persons. This principle includes
both respect for the autonomy of human
subjects and the importance of protecting
vulnerable individuals.
Beneficence. More than just promotion of
well-being, the duty of beneficence requires
that research maximize the benefit-to-harm
ratio for individual subjects and for the
research program as a whole.
Justice. Justice in research focuses on the
duty to assign the burden and benefits of
research fairly.

…but how
should we
observe users?

Interdisciplinary programming language design, Coblenz et al.

Could you design a survey to
produce objective measures?
Could you remove programming
education confound?

Useful generalizations,
but take tables like this
with a grain of salt!

Interdisciplinary programming language design, Coblenz et al.

Need Finding Assignment
•
•

I know we haven’t started studying need finding techniques yet!
But you’re going to need to schedule a Zoom/Skype call with a non-classmate, and
that can take a while, so I encourage you to do it now. I recommend scheduling it for
sometime between Wednesday and Friday of next week.
• That way you should…
• …have already read the need finding readings
• …still have time to think about the results before the writeup is due the following
Monday
• Details: http://schasins.com/cs294-usable-programming-2020/
• This is a partner assignment, so we’ll let Zoom pair you into partners right now.
• I highly encourage you to have reached out to someone about scheduling a call by
the end of class session! Or at least by the end of this week.

